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How to use this brochure
This brochure showcases some of the highlights of Combo Cargo. Please note that some of the vehicles shown include options available at extra cost and not all of the
features described are available on every model. You can click through to the Combo Cargo Price and Specification Guide for all the latest details.
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Carries British
business
We have a long and rich history building light commercial
vehicles in Britain. With 90 years of experience that has
helped shape the way we build our vans today; vehicles
that are truly tried and tested, and have become iconic on
British roads. And with the recent launch of an all-electric
Vivaro, the bar’s been set even higher.
Movano joins updated versions of both Combo Cargo and
Vivaro to complete a range that’s innovative, hardworking
and totally in tune with the wants and needs of British
businesses. With Movano variations for every kind of
job, from Panel Vans and Doublecabs, to Chassis Cabs,
Crew Cabs and Platform cabs for conversion to box vans,
tippers, dropsides and many more specialist applications.
Even better, not only do we build more commercial
vehicles than any other UK manufacturer (more than
62,000 vehicles built in the last year), we’ve won over
30 major awards since 2015, given by the toughest
judges in the industry. Need we say more?
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Cometh
the hour,
cometh
the van
Meet the Combo Cargo.
Our compact panel van does the
basics brilliantly and yet is packed
with features lifting it way above
the ordinary. Combo not only looks
the business, it does the business.
Hard-working, rugged and practical,
its versatility is its biggest strength
– designed to help you get the job
done. There’s a model that will work
for you, whatever your trade.
A huge load volume, up to c1.0 tonne
payload, smart safety tech and
advanced connectivity make
the Combo Cargo better than ever.
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Does a ton
of work,
just like you
Combo Cargo has everything you would ever want
(and need) from your work van – a low loading height,
plenty of room and brilliant accessibility. Not to
mention generous load volume and convenient
easy-to-fold seats. Your working day just got a whole
lot easier.

•
•
•
•
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Up to c1.0 tonne max payload
Up to 4.4cu.m load volume
Takes two Euro pallets
Up to 3.4m floor length
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Loads of length*

Fully folding passenger seat*

Dual front passenger seat*

Thanks to the folding nearside passenger
seat and load-through hatch, longer items
up to 3.4m, such as pipes and ladders,
can be stowed without having to leave
the rear door open.

After even more space? You can fold the
nearside passenger seat up and out the way,
giving you extra loadspace in the footwell.

The FlexCargo Pack replaces the standard
single seat with a multi-function fixed
bench seat. The middle seat folds
down to become a useful table, quickly
transforming the cabin into your own
mobile office.
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*Optional at extra cost on certain models as part of the FlexCargo Pack.
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Works hard,
plays harder
Combo Cargo’s interior is full of fantastic features
making every trip cool, calm and convenient.
The adjustable steering wheel and premium seats
will keep you comfortable at all times – even
Monday mornings.

•
•
•
•
•

Up to 15 storage compartments
Bluetooth® connectivity standard
DAB radio standard
Smartphone projection available
Sat Nav available
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The ultra-modern cabin has everything
you need and you can opt for an 8-inch colour
touchscreen* for an even smarter experience.
Combo Cargo also comes with an array of
useful storage compartments (up to 15). Tidy.
1. Air
	 conditioning*: Air-con keeps your cabin
cool and you comfortable.
2. Smartphone
	
projection**:
Apple CarPlay or Android Auto™ projects
your smartphone onto the 8-inch
touchscreen putting communication at
your fingertips.
	
3. Comfortable
driving position:
Premium seats keep you comfy, even on
long journeys.
4. Ergonomically
	
designed controls:
Well-designed and well-placed controls
make sure everything’s right where you
need it.
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*Optional at extra cost on certain models. Apple CarPlay is a trademark
of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries. Android
is a trademark of Google Inc., also registered in the U.S. and other
countries. **In-vehicle features should be used by drivers only when
safe to do so. Drivers must be in full control of the vehicle at all times.
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More than a
few crew
For extra versatility, go for the Combo Crew
van. You’ll get five seats – two up-front and
three in the second-row – giving you plenty
of space for everything, and everyone.

• Twin sliding side-access
rear doors
• Can carry up to five crew
• 60/40 split rear bench seat
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1. Room
	
for a few more:
There’s room for the driver and up to four
crew, while the load is safely stowed behind
a steel-framed mesh bulkhead.
2. Split-folding
	
rear bench seat:
Short on space? You can fold down the rear
bench and move the partition behind the
front seats if you need to, increasing your
loadspace back to a generous 4.0cu.m.
3. Easy
	
access with twin sliding doors:
Twin sliding rear doors mean it’s easy to get
your hands on what you need, when you
need it. While the flat loadspace makes it
simple to fit everything in, safely.
4. Movable
	
steel-framed mesh bulkhead:
The standard steel-framed mesh bulkhead
fits behind the front seats or second-row
seats to protect occupants from
shifting loads.
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Tough enough
to tackle
anything
It’s our award-winning Combo, but not as you
know it. Say hello to the Combo Cargo 4x4.
Rough terrain? Challenging weather conditions?
It’s got you covered. Offering up to 205mm of
ground clearance, with stronger underbody
protection and serious 4x4 capabilities at the
flick of a switch. A unique conversion designed
and engineered by traction experts Dangel.
Is there anything it can’t handle?

• E
 co 2WD mode – saves fuel
and tyre wear
• Automatic 4WD mode
–engages on-demand
• Optional rear diff lock
and off-road tyres
• Specifically engineered
by Dangel 4X4
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To help you select the Combo that’s just right for your
business, we’ve adopted a straightforward naming
scheme. L stands for length: there are two versions
available, L1 (short wheelbase) and L2 (long wheelbase).
1. Panel
	
van (L1): The Combo’s loadspace starts at 3.3cu.m
with an impressive payload of up to 1.0 tonne.
2. Panel
	
van (L2): The long wheelbase panel van includes all
the convenient features of the Combo with even more
loadspace – up to a whopping 4.4cu.m.
3. Crew
	
van (L2): The 5-seater Crew van’s smart and
practical design comes with a foldable second-row
passenger bench and twin sliding side-access rear doors
for maximum versatility. A movable steel-framed mesh
bulkhead is also standard.
	
options: A convenient glazed bulkhead can
4. Glazing
be added as an extra cost option. In addition, the
standard, unglazed asymmetric rear doors are available
glazed at extra cost.
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You can check out the details by downloading the latest
Price and Specification guide.
PRICE AND SPECIFICATION GUIDE

The Combo lowdown
Just like your working day, Combo Cargo is full of variety. And so it should be.
With a choice of wheelbases, body styles, and window options, it’s easy to
make it work for you.
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Your right
hand van
Combo Cargo’s packed with smart features that
make it one of the safest vans on the road – pretty
handy when you spend so much time in it. Options
include a Safety Pack with innovative front camera
system and an intelligent head-up display.
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Safety pack*:

Individual options include:

Innovative front camera
system featuring:

• F
 ront and rear parking
distance sensors

• F
 orward collision alert
(1): Warns you when you
are approaching another
vehicle too quickly

• S
 urround rear vision
camera (3): Sends a rear
view image to display in
the interior rear-view
mirror, keeping the
driver informed of the
surrounding traffic
situation

 utomatic emergency
• A
braking: Slows down or
stops your van if you get
too close
VX_COMV_28930

VX_COM_28942

3

4

• L
 ane-keep assist with
lane departure warning:
Keeps you in lane with
a sound alert then a
gentle nudge of your
steering wheel
 peed sign recognition
• S
(2): Detects speed limits
and displays them clearly
on the instrument panel*
• D
 river drowsiness system:
Alerts you if you show
signs of tiredness, letting
you know it’s time to take
a break

VX_COMV_29216
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*Optional at extra cost on certain models.

• Front fog lights
 lectrically adjustable /
• E
heated / power-folding
door mirrors
• H
 ead-up display* (4) our
smart head-up display
projects important info
(e.g. your speed) directly
into your line of vision.
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Miles better
engines
An impressive range of engine options feature excellent
fuel consumption and help minimise CO2 emissions.
Punchy and efficient diesels or an award winning petrol
engine – there’s something to work for your mileage
and payload.
VX_COM_28554

Choice of three efficient turbo diesel engines:
From 75–130PS, all with fuel-efficient
BlueInjection system, four cylinders and
common rail fuel injection.
Award winning 1.2 petrol engine: Featuring
Start/Stop technology, turbocharger and three
cylinders with double overhead camshafts.
Automatic Transmission: The Combo 1.5
Turbo Diesel can also be equipped with a
sophisticated 8-speed automatic transmission.
VX_COMV_28884

Fuel consumption information is official government environmental data, tested in accordance with the relevant EU directive. Combo van range fuel consumption figures mpg
(litres/100km): Urban: 44.8 (6.3) – 65.6 (4.3), Extra-urban: 55.2 (5.1) – 74.3 (3.8), Combined: 51.7 (5.5) – 70.6 (4.0). CO2 emissions: 144 – 106g/km.

#

Fuel consumption data and CO2 emission data are determined using the Worldwide harmonized Light vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP), and the relevant values are translated back to allow the comparability into NEDC, according
to regulations R (EC) No. 715/2007, R (EU) No. 2017/1153 and R (EU) No. 2017/1151. The values do not take into account in particular use and driving conditions, equipment or options and may vary depending on the format of tyres.
For more information on official fuel consumption and CO2 emission values, please read the guidelines at http://vanfueldata.dft.gov.uk/

#
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Go configure
Whoever you are and whatever your trade,
there’s a Combo Cargo to suit you perfectly.
With two bodystyles, two GVWs plus the
versatile Crew van and the Combo 4X4,
there’s a Combo to get the job done.

VX_COMV_29188

Every model is equipped to work just
as hard as you do. Choose the trim and the
configuration that works for you, select
from a wide range of options
and accessories, and rest assured your
Combo won’t let you down.
VX_COMV_31688
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You’ll look the
business
Combo helps you get the job done. And with four
different colour options, you’ll look good while you do it*.
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VX_COL_White_Jade_G2o

Jade White
Solid
VX_COL_OnyxBlack_G7R

VX_COMV_31687

Onyx Black
Solid
VX_COL_MoonstoneGrey_G4o

Moonstone Grey
Two-coat Metallic
VX_COL_QuartzSilver_G4i

Quartz Silver
Two-coat Metallic
*Please refer to the latest Combo Cargo Price and Specification Guide by clicking through to vauxhall.co.uk/gocombo for details of colour availability by model and price. Due to the limitations of the printing process,
the colours reproduced may vary slightly from the actual paint colour. As a result, they should be used as a guide only. Your Vauxhall Retailer has a comprehensive display of paint finishes.
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There’s a whole host of options and option
packs that make Combo Cargo work even
harder.
Load area:
• FlexCargo Pack (1)
• Plywood load floor covering
• Vinyl load floor covering (2)
• LED illuminated load area

VX_COMV_29203

Construction Pack with IntelliGrip:
• Underride protection
• 215/65 R16 tyres
• Increased chassis height (+30mm)
• IntelliGrip comprises five modes to suit the
driving conditions: ESP on, ESP off, snow, mud
and sand. (3)

VX_COMV_28938
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Overload indicator (4): Alerts or enables the
driver to check if the vehicle’s payload limit has
been breached.
Tow bar:
• Tow bar enables towing of up to 1500kg
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More choice,
more you
For the perfect finishing touches,
we’ve got a huge range of Genuine
Vauxhall Accessories. Designed and
manufactured to the same exacting
standards as our vans, you’re spoilt
for choice.

Rear window grilles:
Help prevent theft while
retaining visibility. Can also help
avoid incidental damage by
shifting loads.
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2. Floor mats
Add longevity to your cabin floor and
protect the interior from damage.

VX_COMV_29193
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2

1. Plywood load lining panels

3. Roof rack systems

Protect from interior damage, scratches,
dents and rust.

Choose from steel (illustrated)
or lightweight aluminium.
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Looks good,
does great
Smart? Check. Versatile? Check. Tough
enough to take your business further?
Double check. The Combo Van’s got it all
– and the awards to prove it.
PRICE AND SPECIFICATION GUIDE
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For more information call 0345 600 1500
For Fleet enquiries call 0330 587 8222
Discover the full Vauxhall range at vauxhall.co.uk

Join us online

Some feature descriptions in this guide may refer to, and some illustrations may show, optional equipment not included in the standard delivery. The information
contained in this brochure was accurate at the time of publication. We reserve the right to make changes in design and equipment. Please note that Vauxhall Retailers
are not the agents of Vauxhall Motors Limited and are not authorised to bind Vauxhall Motors Limited by any specific or implied undertaking or representation.
It is advisable to ensure that your motor insurance policy provides adequate cover for additional fitted options and accessories. The colours in this guide are only
approximate actual colours. Illustrated optional equipment is available at extra charge. Availability, technical features and equipment provided on our vehicles
can vary by model. For precise information on the equipment provided on our vehicles, please contact your local Vauxhall Retailer.
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